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Posted 20 hours ago
Flymo EasiStore 340R Electric Rotary Lawn Mower - 34 cm Cutting Width, 35 Litre Grass Box, Close Edge Cutting, Rear Roller, Central Height Adjust , Space Saving Storage Features

£67.495£134.99ClearanceToday Deals
 Buy Now 
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A large capacity 35L grass box which collects more grass between emptying with a tongue designed to prevent spilling. Our lawn isn’t the flattest of gardens, although it’s not because we live on a gradient it’s because the nearby trees have made it a bit undulating.
Additionally, the unique transport position allows for easy manoeuvrability and effortless transportation to and from the lawn. Flymo still maintains its position as number one in robotic lawn mower sales in the UK and 2022 saw the ongoing launch of the EasiLife GO robotic lawn mower. Cutting your grass will now be super easy, thanks to the close to edge cutting deck which means less time trimming edges.It was so much easier and quicker to mow the lawn because the mower was light to push, the grass box capacity is good and only had to empty it when finished. Google Analytics sets this cookie to calculate visitor, session and campaign data and track site usage for the site's analytics report. Dual lever handles allow you to comfortably operate with either hand for greater flexibility and manoeuvrability. Drops a star as I’m not convinced about potential longevity, seems a bit flimsy in some areas, but time will tell.
A single lever controls the height of cut, making it quick and easy to make adjustments through five stages between 20mm and 60mm. To be perfectly honest, my first thoughts were that I must replace the lawnmower with another Flymo as it certainly did “what it says on the tin”. It is smaller and less solid than the flymo hovermower that I've been using, but I decided to go for a smaller model as I've reduced the size of my lawn (my other mower finally bit the dust after 20 years). Cutting Width 1400W Electric Motor 3 Cutting Heights (20-60mm) 35 Litre Collection Bag Rear Roller 10 Metre Power Cable Dual Lever Switch Box Handles Cable Storage Upright storage Product Weight: 12.To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. The battery, unfortunately, charges in around 3 long hours, but the dual-charger with one socket makes it rather easy to replenish both provided batteries at the same.
You can change your choices at any time by visiting Cookie preferences, as described in the Cookie notice. Edited December 23 to add that after full summer/autumn use this little machine has performed faultlessly. Please note that details and specifications contained herein, are correct at the time of publishing. The 4 good sized wheels made moving light and easy, but they do mean that you can’t swing the Flymo from side to side, like with a non-collection Flymo.This product may be used under supervision, or if instruction regarding the safe use of the product has been provided and the resulting dangers have been understood, by children aged 8 and above, as well as by persons with physical, sensory or mental disabilities or aÃ‚Â lack of experience and knowledge. In 2022, Flymo became a member of the Power For All Alliance, which is one of the largest cross brand 18V battery systems of leading manufacturers worldwide. The second reason I wanted a rotary lawnmower is for manoeuvring it to and from the shed and being able to wheel along the path and not have to lift it. Removing the collection box is easy, although some grass tends to be left in the Flymo, and some falls to the ground, and reconnecting the box couldn’t be simpler!
Some products may be delivered straight to your door from one of our suppliers and these products will be labelled within the product description. Bit of a faff getting the handles attached to the mower to set up , the instructions weren’t very clear for that bit.This allows you to use your left or right hand whilst mowing and offers more flexibility if you switch between hands. Pay in 3 is a form of credit, may not be suitable for everyone and use may affect your credit score.
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Free UK shipping. 15 day free returns.
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👋 Hey, welcome to the UK's largest shopping community!
More than 3000 people, like you, have joined our community to share more than 9000 verified deals, leading to over 15000 conversations between people sharing their expertise, tips and advice.
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We are among the  top rated apps.
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Your  data is safe  with us.
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*So you can easily identify outgoing links on our site, we've marked them with an "*" symbol. Links on our site are monetised, it means we can keep our platform free to use, without compromising on impartiality. Whether or not we're paid doesn't change how hot a deal can potentially get - that's only up to hotukdeals members. We believe it should always be up to our community to decide which deals fly and which fall. Read more about how hotukdeals makes money.
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